It Is time for South Africans to reclaim their political powers. As Citizens of this beloved country our
democratic-political powers should extend beyond the voting stations, politicians should never bosses,
the people are. We must recoup our economy ,claim our youth back and bring back social values. And
more importantly, we MUST allow God to rule South Africa!
South African politics need a new mind set, new people for total political overhaul. Some political parties and leaders should just vacate our political space. They have failed to transform the country
whereas some failed to hold those in power accountable. We are now in the Third Decade of political,
social and economic paralysis because they have failed us as a nation. They do not even qualify to
serve as advisors.
As new wine needs a new wine skin, new ideas require new political wagon, and that is CHANGE.
………………………….Your 5 minutes starts here……………………………………..
CHANGE has Pragmatic Policies guided by the REAL STATE OF THE NATION (grass root realities).
A glimpse to our policy perspectives


A Nation Without God is Doomed – We Honour God, without God people use their limited intelligence and plunge the country in dire collapse, starting with removing God from all key platforms
like schools and parliament. We say SA back to God.



Citizens’ Voice Must Be Heard – Democracy in SA has been wavered to a silent dictatorship. We
say The people Must Rule



CHANGE The Voting System – The current system cuts the people’s power in the voting booth,
from there people are undermine, despised and mistreated as politicians become bosses. The system should CHANGE to the true meaning of Democracy: Government of the people by the people
for the people. CHANGE says Voters must be bosses throughout the term.



Customer Based Education – We will call for the employers, as final ‘buyers’ of graduates’ services, to be involved in the design of the school curriculum. We will call for the national education
conference to review the old and exhausted current failing system.



Cut Corporate TAX – it allows business to grow, it boosts investor confidence =more jobs



Private-Public-Small Businesses Partnership – CHANGE advocates for the reopening of the many
abandoned industrial buildings to be used by the small businesses helped by private companies
and government.



Rural Mining Companies – CHANGE says all the mines founded in rural South Africa should have
the legitimate communities as full shareholders. This should not be negotiable.



Re-Introduce Death Sentence – This is a true deterrent. If it works in some countries, in Botswana
e.g., it can work in SA. First, instil confidence in our judiciary system by closing the loopholes.
Learn from other countries.



Cut Prisoners’ Luxuries – it cannot be that a convicted criminal has a better life than the innocent.
Prison MUST never be nice, people must fear going to prison.



Help Hawkers – they are trying to earn a clean living, CHANGE will review the bylaws, will appreciate hawkers for being hard workers. We will not kill their ailing subsistence businesses unless we
provide them with jobs.



Sex Work Should Never Be Decriminalized – CHANGE says it is an insult to women to suggest they have industries on their bodies; it dehumanizes our women whom the country is
crying out for them to be respected and protected.



Review the Abortion Law –*SA government hates children so much that they do not even
care about the street kids*. We will ensure that such laws be reversed.



Street Children – Chapter 2 Bill of Rights, Section 28 subsection 1b “every child has the right
to family care or parental care, or to appropriate alternative care when removed from the
family environment’’. Ours is a corrupt government whose officials steal even the children’s
funding. CHANGE will ensure children enjoy this right as we believe every child has a home
and close relatives.



Stop the Comprehensive Sexuality Education – Parents must be given full rights to determine school curriculums. We acknowledge some SGBs are totally against Christians faith.



Respect the Church – Hands off our churches and leaders, deal with the criminal elements
hiding behind the pulpits…open criminal cases against them and drag them to court.



Hands Off Israel – We are fully behind Israel although we do not support any kind of human
violations, should we be satisfied there are any.



Housing/Human Settlement – If you can’t roll out massive houses give people a serviced
land and allow them build what suits their pockets. Ensure the structures are compliant with
the laws.



Service Delivery – Without mentioning obvious government flaws, we will deal with the
daily sewerage spills flooding our townships and the informal settlements. Some are of the
same age with our ‘democracy’. This is against Chapter 2 Bill of Rights Section 24. We will
treat our people with dignity.



Inequality – CHANGE acknowledges there is a lot to be done in order to redress the racial
imbalances. We will address all these from as high as the wage differences, discriminative
work promotions, down to ensuring that government print works in licensing departments
be written in all languages of the people using those facilities.

IT is not too late to regress, retune and get the country to the rightful position. We call on likeminded lobby groups to join hands with us as we demand the CITIZENS’ Voice Be Heard.

…………………………………READ MORE, visit our policy perspectives……………………………………

Please Note: CHANGE is a political party founded on Biblical Principles. Any South African believer in God who accepts and subscribes to CHANGE’s constitutional demands is WELCOME to join
us. Visit our membership page and become a CHANGER today!

